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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

2
3

4

DISCUSSION OF POLICY PLANNING & PROGRAM
GUIDANCE FOR FY-B3-B7

5

6
7

Room 1130,
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

8
9

Tuesday, April 21, 1981
10
The

11

Co~miss~on

met at 2:30 p.m., pursuant to

12 notice, Joseph Hendrie,. Chairman of the Commission,
13 presiding •.
14

commissioners Present:

Chairman

Jose~h

Hendrie,

15 Commissioner John Ahearne, and Commissioner Peter Bradford.

(

16
17

Present for the NRC Staff/OPE:
D. Rathburn
G. Eysymondt

18
Present for the NRC Secretary's Office:
19
S. Chilk
20
Present fbr the NRC Office of General Counsell
21
L. BICKWIT, Esq.
22
Present for tge NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation:
23

e

. H. THOMPSON ·

24
25

e
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3

.1
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

2
.3

.

If we can come t6'order.

The ·Commission meets this afternoon to continue
-

.

·-

.

.

.

-

.

.

.
.

.

.

.4 'its relentless advance upon·Policy Planning.and Program
5 Guides • . We
·6

h~ve

an

Ap~il

17th paper:from

Ahearne, vhich we .. w~ll ~oik from.

Co~missioner

We were about to go to

7 the.second page of that, I believe •.
Let

8

m~

ask, on .the first page of John's

'

9 work~per,. have you got this current one,. Peter?
On t"he f'irst ·page of John• s worki+.per ~ · did we

-10
11

~ver

decide up at the top in 1.2.5. to implemeni solutions,

12. rather than unresolved problems?
COMMISSIONER .AHEARNE:.

13

Yes.

.COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

CHAIRMAN H·ENDRIE: ·Let's advance on the second

15

16

Yes.

page, 2.0 Implementing New Reactor Safety
COKWI~SIONER AHEARNE:

17.

Re~uirernents.

Now, as I said the last

18 tim~, the underlined sentences were jUst an att~mpt, in
'.

19 response ~o OPE's co~rnent that th~y were raising that we did
20 not have a .back.fitting statement, and what would a possible
21 one be.

So I propose this one, not

bec~ttse

I thought it was

22

the best possible; statement, but it was the only one .that. I

23

could come up with.

24
25

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:
keen on it.

I

will say that I am not too·

I .am not too sure what my problems are .•

·e
ALDERSOl'fl:{EPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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.4

COMMISSIONER BRADFORb:
2

11

Probably· the word

closed. 11

3

.CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

4

'(General. laughter.}

Yes,. among other things.

We have got a ~egul~tion about

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

6 backf ittirig ~h~t says that afi it~m will be backfit where i t
7 is necessarj to

pro~ide

8 the public health
I

9

and-safety~

don~t.know

10 beyond' the sort of
1r

substantial additional protection to
and so

on~

there.are.some elements here that go

lan~uage

lie~

that

in the regulations

nov, and I guess I would prefer.· not. to ·try to elucidate· a

12 backfitting policy in the context of the consideration we
.13

give this document, not that it is an inappropriate acti~ity

14· at some point,,, but I would think·
•"

15 considered approach than simplr

I

would· prefer a more

fu~ther

punctuation on this·

16 statement.
At various times, we have

17 .

talked~

little bit

18 along these outlines in testimony, or other places.

But I

19 am not sure· that ve have ever spelled· out a concept that
20· says, here is a minimum level, but there are other
21

requirements:, and there is some sort of a tapering scale

22 above that

~pon

cost difficulty and benefit.

I· can . remember waving hands over remarks of. that

23.

24 kind, as I say, in various hearings and discussions, but
25 guess L

a~

.r~

reluctant to lay down here in a guidance document

.e
ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
'400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345

s·
1·

of this kind without.

consid~rable

further thinking about

it~

2 and what it means, and it how affetts --

COMHISSIONER

.3

BRADFORD~.

I can see saying that we

4 .probably will: not be able to arrive at a comprehensive
5

backfi t policy within the timeframe that we a·re talking

6 about for this year's guidance.

I think if we start saying

7

that the individual policy items are somehow too

8

for the PPPG. process, then we really ought not to be doing a

9

PPPG at all.I

10

importa~t

see your point, which is that the three

~f

11

sitting here right now

12

the backfit poli~y at today's meeting~

13

g~idance

1~

hold on to it until we do, in fact, work .out a backfit

. 15

a~e

us

probably not going to improve on
If this is to be a

document for this budget cycle, we probably can't

policy.
At the same time, I

17 it, if that is what

wQ

~ould

not want, by deferring

wind up doing,

~o

be a establishing a

18 · standard of i terns. too important for consideration in· the
19 context of the PPPG.

What it probably means is that.we

20 should start

at least have some particular sessions

21

22

earlie~,

on the problem areas.

·COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Before we move on, just let

23 me ask a question on this specif .le thing. · · It would seem to

24 me that at least underlying the approach that the staff
25 .takes, must be something like this.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, .
400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W.; WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024(202f554-2345 ·

·9

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

1

.2.

That is right.

Is there, in fact, now.a Backfit Committee that

3 · still meets periodically?
COMMISSIONER
5 req~irement

fo:C'

You mean the regulatory

AHEARNE~

the. committee?

COMMISSIONER.BRADFORD:

6

.

.

M-R ... THOMPSON.:· No.

7

Yes.

.

We do have an organization,

8 the Division of Safety Technology, which has kind of
9 overtaken th~t function.
10

So we do ~ave a group, brit they

are not the division dlrectors, as it had-been previously.
COHHISSIONE~

11

AHEARNE1 . My point was, whoever

1Z

at these things must have in their mind

13

that •.
COMMISSIONER BR AD FORD;.

14
15

approach-like-

~ome

They must apply the

regulation for· this.
MR. BICKWITT :.

16

I

don't think that this is

1T

inconsistent with the regulation, but I think they are

18

additive..

19

goes_ beyond the regulation..

I think the re.gula ti on goes beyond

20 proposition
~

this

i~

that.ever~

this~

and thi.s

I guess I would agree with the

regulator must have something like

his. mind.

22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

23

COMMISS-IONER BRADFORD:

24 going to say
25

look~:

.tha~

this·

I will concede.
.Don't quite yet.

doe~n·t~troubl~

me.

I was

I .was just

trying t6 work out a way around-it.

0
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e
e

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

\

I' must say, as the subject
.

. .

.

.

starts out, the thrust was to say. that you put yonr heavy

2

..

~here the· safety benefit ap~ears to be ~reatest in

3 effort
4

.terms of an. attack on things.

5

th~

It· doesn't seem. to

me

that

th~t

first· sentences· up there are necessary for

pµrpose.

.6

a~probie~

I; have

a

with

th~m

in that they seem to

constitute a formalizati6n:or semi-formalization part of a

9 backf it policy that, we I

in effect I

I

10, here~

would .be adopting :.ad. noc

I would really mu·ch prefer to think· about i t some

·1-1 ·more before we do ·that.

;r

. 12 ..
.

13· ·
.

would prefer to start with. the third sentence,

.

.

.

.

'

.

~

"In. appl.ying future· regulatory r.equirem·ents to opera ting
·.

.

. 14 .:Plants," .etc.·
. 15

COMMI~SIONER

. 16

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

AHEARNE: . I will concede that •
I take it that .when we finally

17 publish the PQG .·that· the comment ·from N.RR -:--·
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

18

· 19 guidance?

.
CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE:

20

21. ·guidance.·

23
24

Will tliey
.·..

.COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:·

22
~ought

iill they give tis some

~lease

give us some

It' just says that they

Commission.guidance once more· to the _well· empty.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:.

We could turn· it ·a:r:-ound, the

· . ' 25 Commission seeks NRR guida:n ce ·on this,· and throw the ball ·

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
- .

'

-
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--

1 . right back in their. court.
MR~

2

EYSYMONT:

You might ask

for~

proposal· of

· 3 some sort •.
.

.

'

C08M!SSIO~ER

4

BRADFOR~~

I don't mirid doing that,

5 but one reason that I would not push more £or dealing'with
.. 6 this now is that it seems to me that,. perhaps misguidedly,
7 that something in this area has to come out of the safety
8

goal effort..

-Anything we say between now and the point at

9- which that effort begins to bea_r fr.uit is not going to be
10 much more than a patch on the existing process anyway •.
11

CHAIRMAW HENDRIE;

12

We

~ill

I would think that is right.

return the comment to NRR

~nd

they may

13 want to use it next year.
14

Now,_let's_see, -2.1 has brackets around it.

15

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

16

indicate~

17

candidate for removal.

18

would like to delete it.

Yes.

The brackets

that OPE had originally suggested that it was a
You had voted, or said that you
I had said

th~t.

it was necessary

19 to keep i t i f we were going to speak to the backfit policy.
20 It was in there last year.
21

COMMISSIONER_ BRADFORD:

22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

23

CHAIRMAN· HENDRIE:

24

COMMISSIONER BRAbFORD:

That one was in?
Yes.

Where was it last year?
I don't know.

It doesn't

25 show up in the PPPG for last year, does it, the one where

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345

9

..

e··

·f

you have the side-by-side comparisoji?

MR. EYSYMO.NT: ·.I think that that is an error.

2

e

I

3 . ·believe. i t was in l.ast year's-.·

COMMISSIONER. AHEARNE:. I said that because I

4

5 ·thought my understanding was that items bracketed were

' 6 things that had ·been in before, and were bei~g suggested. '
COMM!SSIONER BRADFORD:

.7

That is

right~

I was just

8 thrown Off because it did not appear Orl·. the left-hand page·.

MR. EYSYMONT :. · If it doesn't· appear on the

9,

H),· left-hand page, . i t is an error.
CHAIRMAN HEiDRIE:

The OPE one of February 27,

.

'

12 which I continue to occasionally refer· to as the background
.·

13'. document~

I don't find it

on

any page..

Am· I in the wrong.

14 page?
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

15 .

Here is wh~re it is~

. 16. Unfoi:tuna,tely, the.re are Iio page numbers •..

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

· 11

18 back of the
· 19 there.

document~

You se~m

let me look over

io be well toward the
her~

and see if it

Yes, there it is •.
Since we are now a year later than the time

'20

~heri

21· the. language "immediate action will' be taken," it wo'Qld seem
.

.

'

J

.

22 more appropriat~ and I would be mo~e inclined to eith~r
23 delete it or to

sa~,

24 ·yoti ·would prefer to
25

~action.will

ke~p

~OM!ISSIONEB

continue to be taken," if·

·it.
''

BRADFORD:

I have no problem

w~th

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHiNGTON, O.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345 . ·.

.10

--

1 action will continue -to be. taken."

e

3

COMMISSIONER-AHEARNE:. _Fine.

2.

4,

.. ,

COMMISSIONER:BRADFORD: ·I would. prefer to keep

it.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

5

·a.language

"a~tions

Okay, it. stays-in with the

will continue to be taken," etc.·,- etc.

7

2~2,·

8

2.2.1, OPE says to scratch it.

9

10

11

there is no objection.
I say;··scratch

i.t.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

-John is willing to delete

it, primarily because r am afraid many of our value impact

12 analyses are not

~orth

very much.

13

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

14

(Laughter.)

15

CHAIRMAN

16

2.3.

17

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

18

COMMISSIONER

BR~DFORD:.

HENDRIE~

~e

No -value, no iinpact.

will take i t out.

Peter, I tried to -make something of that

19 somewhat incoherent comment of mine, and I think you did.
20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

21

COMMISSIONER

22

Good~

AHEARNE~

Without_objection.

•Peter is still reading

through it.

23

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: . It is fine.

24

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

25

At this stage, it may not be

helpful to read too carefully.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
,· 400,VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 55472345

11
(General laughter.}
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

2

Wait until you see what I

3 have done to the Licensing Policy Statement.
(Laughter.}

.4

·CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

5

2.3.1, 2.3.2.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

6

7 preferred to take i t otit.

On 2.3.3, you still had

I urged to keep it in.

Peter had

a
.9

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

10

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

11

Peter edited it •
He said he would agree with

it, but not once a year.

12

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Will you accept his edit?

13

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Yes.

I proposed striking

14 once a year.
15

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

I see.

16

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I will accept anything that

17 is in this version I sent out, if that is helpful to
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

18

19 John.

21

No need to be inflexible,

It will tand with the edit, "once a year" taken out.

20

,

you~

In 2.4, should we preface that by saying, "It is
devoutly t6 be hoped that"?

22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

23

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

24 the whole

se~tion,

25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

This is planning guidance.

Those are words understood for

then?
That is right.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345

12

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE;

That is good.

2

2.4?

3

2.5, we have to make that before 1984, it seems

t~

4 me, otherwise we are not going to get to 1984.
COMMISSIONER·AHEABNE:

5

6.

~ppropriated

7

At least, you won't have

funds to get to 1984.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE;

That is right.

We will be the

8 voluntary regulatory commission.
COMMISSIONER

9

BRADFORD~

You have a project manager

10 responsible for no more than one operating reactor.
11

What am

I missing in the second half of that, "or for mo more than

12 one teactor design at a site with reactors of different
13 designs."

Does it mean that if he is at a site with

14 reactors of the same design, he can be responsible for more
15

than one?

16

MR •. BICKWIT:

17

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

18

MR. BICKWITT:

19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

20

HR.

21

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

22

MR. BICKWITT;

23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

24

MR.

BICKWITT~

BICK~ITT:

25 you can do that.

I don't think so.
You don't think so?

No, not given the first clause.
Except that it says, or.

Still, "or" in that sense
"Or" doesn't do it.

"Or" in that context means ."and."
Why not?

If you want to say, "either/or,"

But the way it now reads, "or" means the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345

.13

· .1 ·. same thin·g as "and .... ·

. COMMISSION~~ AHEARNE:

2

In ~ther words, you are

3 saying that to have-. the mathematical use· of "or, ... you. would
·4 need either.

MR.-BICKWITT:

5

, 6

I think tou would, if you want to

be understood •.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEL

T

MB.

What does NRR have in mirid?

THOMPSON: - Either.

We would like for a site

9 ·where there are three essentially i.dentical. pl.ants not to

·10 require threa operating project managers.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

11

What you want, then, is· a
mor~

·12 project manager iesponsible for no
'

,

'

.

.

than one operating

'

13csite, and ~h•n ~o on to.say, howeverr where ther~ are
14.

ieactors of ~ifferent design on the site, he doesn't get

15. more than one reactor

desig~.

MR •. THOMPSON:

16

CHAIR~~N

.1T

That is .correct.

HENDRIEt

If you.have three designs on a

18 site, you get three: pr6ject managers.

If .you.have got two

19 of one, and one ·of .anothei: ,. two ·project_ managers, etc.
20

MR. T.H0?1'PSON:

21

C.OMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

22 the
23

.sa~e

Yes•
If you have .three all· of

desigri1
~HAIRMAN

HENDRIE:

You have orre

24 For operating~ plants~ that is not bad.

pi6j~ct

·manager.

In fact,· since you

25 deal w.1.th a single operating organization at a site, in many

.'

.

.

.

'

.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, ' .

. : '400 VIRGINIA AVE.,

s:w.; WASHINGTON, o;c. 20024 (202) 554-234S

14
· 1 _.ways ·it is handy •. In fact, they may even decide that people
2 .are skilled €nough tti handle different

a

s~te

design~

.on the-same

down the line, but for the moment that is good .enough •
. Rather than by. 1984 --

4.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

When does NRR expect to

s. have tha:t?
7
_8

MR. THO KP SON:.. ·In certain areas, we are almost
thete:no~.

The difficulty is that we· are. placing emphasis

9 on· licensing.: project managers.

To the extent that there is

10 · give and :take, . we probably put the. emphasis on the l·icensinq
11 .prOject manager now.
. 12

We- probably do have the resources urider this new this~

13 allocation to come very close to

I would say.that we

14 will ·be· there next year •.
CHAIRMAN

15

16
17

HENDRIE~

Rather than put a data in it,

why don• t
C.OMMISSIONEB AHEARNE:

The.re is a real advantage

18 to putting .dat~s ther~1-~h~n you hav~ some. idea that tho~e
19 are the dates.
. 20

The. purpose of 'having.time guidance is to

say., . nHere. is what you should plan on doing."·
HENDRIE~

21 .

"CHAIRMAN

22

_COMMISSIONER AHEABN~i

23

'CHAIRMAN HENDRIEi .. You don't iike 1982?.

24

CO~MISStONE~ AHEARNE:

25

CHAIRMAN HENDRIEi

.

1982?
No.

How about:1983

19&3?
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1

2

MR. THOMPSON:
planning purposes.

I think we would prefer 1983 £or·

If. we get thei::e sooner --

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: I was going to take out the
.
4 date altogether, and just put it in terms that it shou~d be

3

5 an objective, a.staffing objective that a prdject manager be
6 responsible for no more than one operating site, and then no
7. more than one design.
8

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

9 situation now?
10
11

What is the worse

Do you have people with more than two

sites~

or more than tvo designs?
MR~

THOMPSON:

Yes~

hav~

We

some that have· at

12 least two different sites, and two different reactors.
13

COMMISSIONER

14

MR. THOMPSON:

Two different types-

BRADFORD~

We try to get them with similar

15 type reactor design, but we do have them responsible for
· 16 several sites.
17

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

You· probably have also got a

18 branch.dealing with research reactors, and stuff. lik€.that,
19. where-people have all kinds of a~signments.

Here we ara

20 talking about power plants.
THOMPSON:

21

MR~

22

COM~ISSIONER

Yes~

commercial power-plants • .

AHEARNE:

We ought to

~robably

make.

23 this clear-~
24.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

25 some place in _there 1 or

Put "operating power reactor"

~operating

power reactor site," or

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, .
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something like that•
2
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Another clarification.

The

way it is wor:ded now, it might seem to apply to plants that

4 are already operating.

What you are doing, ,you ar:e doing

5 for plan ts, is that correct?

In fact much of what you are

6 doing now is for plants that are not operating.
MR. THOMPSON1

7

That is

-cHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

8

correct~

Except this objective was, I

9 thought, primarily for operating reactors.
10

could

~how

12
13

diligence in pursuit of licenses.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

11

_CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

section on iicensing projects?
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

15

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

--

objectives, or something like that?
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

18

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:
the r:est of it.

COMKISSIONER AHEARNE:

21

MR.

23.

Yes, I would.

All right, 1983, and OPE to fix

20

22

I guess not.

You prefer 1983 to manning

17

19

That is another spot.

We don't want a separate

14

16

I suppose we

EYSYMONT~

Yes.

Would you like some background on

this i tern?
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

No, I was trying to see

wh~

24 had objected to the vhole thing.
25

(Generai laughter.Jn
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MR. EYSYMONT:
2

You propcised deletion from

criteria.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3

here~

Yes.

If the Congress, or

It is a little bit too
F~RC,

4

husky

5

rearrange the utility industry, why good enough.
Now, let me ask a question.

6

or somebody wants to

The act of owning,

7 once you have gotten the Public Service Commission to let

8 you sell bonds, and you have got an underwriter who has
9 managed to peddle the bonds, the act of owning is not a
10

particularly difficult one, nor is it that closely related

11

to safety.

What counts are the people who are out there

12 operating the plant, and the safety staff, and engineering
13.

and technical support. that back . them· up.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

14
15

How about dropping "own"

and put "build"?
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

16

"To build and operate" would be

17

good, because you have the same kind of problems in the

18

building that you have got in.the operation with a small

19

shop.

20

You will have to figure out something to do with

21.,, ownership in the next

sen~ence

22

MR. EYSYMONT:

23

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

•

Okay.
If they have got the financial

24 resources, the utility in principle could be one person and
25 three office ~ssistants.

If they hire an absolutely first

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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.

.

1 class co.ntracto.r to build and. operate, and it is done well,_
2 it could be the best operation in the world.

e

There is

3

nothing_ in the ·6wnershp that is intrinsically one way or

4

another.

It is how you do it that counts.

5

Somebody help me with 2.1, it doesn't scan.

6

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE

7

~

!t should be "NRC will.

examine taking ....
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

8

That is the way it was

sti~posed

9 to go?
10

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Yes, and then it would be

11

restored to the same way it was last year.

12

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

13 take a direct role?

Was the shift to· simply

Was that deliberate?

Was there a

14 feeling that we.-0ught.to take a direct role?
15

KR. EYSYMONT:

That is what you had last year.

16

_COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

No~

.What we had last year

17 was "examine taking."
18

MR. EYSYMONT:

I think. the reason for the change

19. is because it might be a fair resource requirement if they,
20· in fact, begin to ·do it.
21

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

That works against saying,

22 "will take."

--

23

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

That is right.

John had

24 put it back to last year's form, which I am perfectly
25 comfortable with.
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COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

The other point you made, I

2 also would agree with, to strike the training.
3

COMHISSIONER BRADFORD:

What I was asking is

4 whether the shift from "examine taking" to simply "take" in
5 the earlier draft had been made as a deliberate change, or
6 whether it was something that just crept in.
7

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

As I recall, in talking to

8 Ed, at least, on an earlier version, there ·were a number of
9 things where last year we were examining, and he just felt
10 that he would like to say, take action.

.e

11

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Right.
But I think your point, I

13 don't think the Commission is moving in any direction
14 towards actually training.
15

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

That is right.

I don't

16 mind saying that we wiil examine doing it, but I could not
17 see how we could say that we were going to do it.
18

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I would prefer to drop the

19 training.
20

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

22

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3.0.

And just say, testing?
Yes.
In the fourth line, I

23 suggest we demonstrate our grasp of the subject by spelling
24 the word correct.
25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Yes.
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.1

2

COMMISStONER BRArrFORD:

Did you meafi·"nuclear" or

"materials"?·
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3

~ide~

4

the plant

5

e~tend

6

one as well.

th~

T

My emphasis has always been on

but I can see

wher~

your

r~sponsibilities

other vay, t6o, and maybe we· had better fix that
!aterials

~ith

The next setitence

an "s," please.
sta~ting

with "NRC will have the

8 capability" was written by the proponents of t~e' full-sc~le
9 data

link~

Whk~ doe~

"multiple sources" mean here, does

10 anybody have a· thought?
It seems to me on Vic's behalf, and .my own behalf,.
12 I

ought to strike something out of this sentence •
.. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

13

14

~multiple

sources~

Why don't you strike

since no one spoke up for it.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Strike "multiple

COMMISSIONER BaADFORD:

sauces.~

In the second sentence,

17 aren't we really committed to a much more specific program
18 than that now? -As of April 1, we 'have the emergency plans
19 in-house, where all the operating plants

~re

actually

20 committed to reviewing them and making some findings as to
21

their: adequacy. within a reasonable period of time.
It seems to me that we have moved somewhat beyond

22

2a.·the process of determining the appropriate basis.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

24

25

With respect to nuclear

plants.
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1

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD&

to

With respect

nuclear

2 plants, and are really int~ deciding wheth~r o~ not the
3 . bases have been met.
4

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

5

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

6

lines..

7 of

-What would you propose?
Just something along those

Act.ually, I wonder, what would a reasonable period
be; the next 18 months?

tim~

CHAIRMAN

8

9 that April 1 would
10 going.

HENDRIE~

come~

As I remember, it was expected

and evaluation teams

~tarted

It would take some time before those shook down, and

11 ·it would be about a year before the last of those were
12 done.

I guess the aim was for the four-month periods to

13 start rolling someplace-along the,line.
14

COMMISSIONER

15 many of th~m will· roll.
16 ·

In fact, a couple may be all we can

COMHISSION~R

AHEARNE:

In any event, 18 months

seems to be reasonable.

19 .

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

21

One h6pes that not too

stand.

17
18

BRADFORD~

By FY-83, then.

Yes, 1983 or something like

that.

22

We don't have comparable set of -- Materials

23 licensees have greater or les~er emerge~cy-plan requirements
24 on them.

There are_ some sorts of plans for the larger·

25 facilities, and probably little or nothing at small
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1 operators.
2

COM~ISSIONER

AHEARNE:

3 can't recall whether it -is an
4

We have a_pcoposed -- I

adv~nce
.

notice, or a

propos~d

rul.e --

5

CHAIRMAN .HENDRIE:

It is an advance. notice.

6

COMKISSidNER AHEABNE:

7

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

That is up in front of us.

Yes, but certainly is not

8 something that you include _in with .the power plant emergency
9 plan, with the same kind of language.
10 period, or a period and a new
. COMMISSIONER

11

senten~e

AHEA~NE:.

So you need either a
•

I think you _need a period

12 in that sentence.
At this time a_ year ago, we were saying that we

13

14 were going to make

p~ogress

in both.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

15

Yes.

Since what we are

16 contemplating at the present time is an advance notice, I
17 think the .language ought to be fer material licensees, NRC
18 will examine the need for
19

som~thing

21

--

AHEARNE~

You could even· a commitment

to have reached a conclusion by September.

22
23

emergency plans, or

along that line.
COMMISSIONER

20

improv~d

CHAIBMAN HENDRIE:

Why don~t we just examine for

this versibn?

24

Did we have all of this stuff in here about

25 emergency

plannin~

last

yea~?
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HR. EYSYMONT:

1

There was an exte~si~e section on

2 emergency planning.
CHKIRMAN'HENDRIE:.

3

Which I ·guess you tried to

4 reshape
MR. EYSYMONT:

5

The chariges that have been made

6 since last year, yes.
7

MR~

8

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

RATHBURN:

Since we did get the rule.
Are we, in fact, determining

9 what plant parameters are to be available to State and

loc~1

10 au.thorities?

·e

11

Any emergency planning at hand?

12.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

. 13

We have not specified

that •
'.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: .. It doesn't sound to me like we

14

I don't recall anything along that line.

I. am

15

did.

16

suspicious of the sentence, and I would either strike it or

17

reframe it.

18

19

MR. EYSYMONT:

We have tech specs that do

th~t.

In our tech specs, we require that States be notified.

20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

21

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Yes.

We surely notify, and the

22 communication nets have to be established, and this stuff is
23

all.detailed.

But I am. not sure that any place we say, "Now

24 here are the plant parameters that you can be informed
25

about,· and here is the way .that we are going· to inform
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1

you."·

2

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

3

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Yes.
I.am reading, "determine

4 what li~ense~ data concerning plant conditions during an

. 5 accideht should h•

~vailable

to State arid local authorities."

6

CHAIRMAN· HENDRIE:

,Yes,. just so.

7

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

We require the licensee at

8

various trigger levels to notify, but we don't end

9

requiring,

h~re

up

is, for example, that you must notify them

10

with the pressures in the vessel, what the radiation

.11

readings

12

of. specific parameters.

.13,

MR. BICKWITT:

are~

This implies that we are determining ·some set

I see.

I -did hot read ·it that

14 .way.·

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEt

15

Neither did I, until it was

16 pointed out,. but I can now see it.

~hat

we are determining

17 is how the licensee_ should interact and trying to set up
18 those procedures.
19

Why doesn't OPE get back_· that sentence corrected.

20

MB. EYSYMONT:

21

to use than "data."

.Maybe _submission is a better word

We will have to check and see.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:·

22

I doh 't know that I.

23

particularly care to be declaring that w~ will decide wh~t

24

information the governor of whatever state is going to

25 _have.

The plant operators

~ill

tell him what they think are
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1

th~

ess~ntial

points, and we will tell.him what we think are

2 the essential points that he -ought to know •. · Anything that
peo~le·ask

3 his advisors and emergency

for will be produced

.4. by the. licensee and us as we are able.
·5

It somehow sounds as thbugh there. is an official

6-

N~C

7

~ait.

listi governors can and .must ba told th·e _following, and
I don't think that is the way we want to phrase it.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

8

How about if you just drop

9 the phrase "the State and local authorities."

I see your

10 point and i t is a good one.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

11
12

That takes care of it, because

that, indeed, is part of our
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

' 13

Yes.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: . Why don't we just put a period

14
'

15

after "public protection purposes," because the licensee

16

dissemination is covered in assorted ways, including our

17

ability to collect,

and evaluate, and so on.

The next sentence, this

18
19

~erify

a~ain

flows from the great

data link operation, "will design, construct and operate."

20 Why don't we just say, "NRC will -establish data collection
21

ahd communication facilities"?

.22

The last half of the sentence doesn't -seem to go

23 wit~ the.first half anyway.

Would somebody help me there?

24 "and will determine and communicate generic lessons
·25 learned."
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1

COMMISSIO.~R

2

CHAIRMlN HENDRIE:. Much.learning from

BRADFORD:

.Much later.

3 the establishment of the data collection and
.

. 4 facilities, I

-~hat;

fro~

communic~tions

"

don't know; from .information that comes over

5 ·the facilities, I don't know.
·. 6

I

r.ecommend a period after response, and a line

7 drawn vigorously to the previous period.

Am I responsible for this prototype data links?

.8

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

9
'

10

No • . Peter had suqgested we

jrist say what we had said in response to Senator Hatfield.

tHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

11

Is that a response I did not

12 get my hands on in· time, because I have been rewriting

e.

13.that•

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

14

Actually, it was the.

. 15 . testimony.
16

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

17

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: .. I will tell you what I' would

18 prefer,

an~

language that I

You actually uttered it?

have been trying to put in

19 wherever I find it in questions

lik~

this or testimony, and

20 _that is, "staft will install several prototype data links~
~

one to a boiler, one to a

22

reactor simulator."

23

~hat.was

the

PWR~

natur~

and if possible one to a

of the discussion that we had

24 here on th.e NDL prototype, and that we agreed to ,move on.
25

My.own view is that we are going to get as much information
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· 1 about the NDL and wh.at it ought to look like if we can hook.
2 up to a simulator •.
You need at least one operating plant to have that

3

4 . sent,. to see what it is. like to have the information come in

5

from an operating plant, but the reactor simulation hook-up

6

allows you to run drills on accidents and transients where

7 the thing actually is pumping out or changing data as the
·.8

·time goes along.
Did you catch the language

9

MR •.

10

. 11

EYSYMONT~

Yes, I did.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:
reacto~

12

one

simulator.

13

mon ~Y for that.

ther~?

One P, one B, and if possible

I think we have got barely enough

Now,. let's see, we have an OPE recommend delete •

. 14

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

15

Peter said 6e would keep

16

it, and I said I would keep it, and you said, well, leave it

17

in.

18

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

So I did.

Maybe we had better

19 read it.
20

Is this last year•s, or is this a new.one?

21

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

How can it be a new one,

22 and at the same time be recommended for deletion?
23

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

There was that February 27th

24 OPE draft of this year•s PQG, and my comments about deletion·
25 were against that

d~aft

rather than the previous year's.
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··e

CO~MISSIONER

1

2

BRADFORD~

Ri~ht,

but this is the

same provision that was in the. February· 27th
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3

28

submiss~on.

My deletion or non-:deleti.on

~

comment was on ·the February 27th draft.

I thought I had

5

written something about it, maybe it

in a

6

place;. ..
MR~

7

8
·9

d~fferent

I think that it was in a different

EYSYMONT:

place, arid it just has not been caught in the left-hand
page.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

10
11

wa~

complaint

Let me narrow down what

mr

is~

Wa seldom find it important to protect the

12
13

environment from the effects of ionizing radiation.

14

just make it to ensure that workers.and the general public

15

are adequately protected •.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

16

17 difference?

I would

Is there a practical

I don't think I object to what you are saying,

18

unless you are talking about a situation in which you are

19

talking irradiating a lot of fish.

20

gather, is that· you would not do that, but you would be

What you are saying, I

21 · concerned that it would not move up the food chain in afiy
~

22

23

way.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

That is right.

My concerns

24 about radiation exporures are to human populations by
25 whatever route, If there were some way of

e~posing

a field
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of alfalfa ·with accompanying flora and fauna, without it
2 rubbing off on people, I would not regard that as much of a
3 concern, because, in fact, the environmental effects, you
4 really have to cook the vegetation before you do much beyond
5 losing this year's foliage.
If you radiation protection was environment in the

6

T non-people sense, why your limits would be.enormously
8 higher, I would think.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

9

If there are no radiation

10. effect limits in the agency now that are based on
11

environment.protection, or people protecti_on.

I can't think

12 of any.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

13

I don't think of any

off~hand~

14 The concern is always working its way back up the food
·. 1-5 chain., or otherwise. getting to. people, as far as I can
16 remember.
Now, "In this regard, the NRC will revise its

17

18 regulations, as appropriate, to reflect the applicable.
19 Federal. radiation research findings."
Does anybody know, do we still have a Radiation

20

21

Policy Council and an Interagency Radiation Research Review

22 Committee?
23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I believe they are no

24 longer.
25

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

That was my impression.
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1.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi

2

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3 "research"?

They have been disbanded.

Why don't we put a period after

"Coordinated with the overall Federal program

4 for radiation protection and tadiologieal health research."
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

5

I think your maintenance is

6 being stuck in the wrong place.
7

COMMISSIONER BRADFOBDL

8

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

9 parenthetical..

It goes down one

It goes in the plant procedures.

10

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

11

CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE:

12

Yes.

You

Yes.
~ant

to move the

"maintenance" down under plant procedures at any convenient

13 location, I guess.
14

Do you really want that last sentence?

15

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

16

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

I tell you, I would be for it

17 if I thought we could do it.
18 by which I could judge the

Yes, very much.

I would love to have some way

co~petency

of sections of the

19 agency itself.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

20'

I would have no problem if

21

you want to modify it to

~will

22

whethe~

Hy point is that I think it it

we can develop.

examine how to develop," or

23 something that we ought to try to do.
24

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

"Will attempt to

25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: .Fine.

develo~"?

·e
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1

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

We have

alr~adi

done the

2 examination, and "attempt t.o develop" is a little better.
Peter, I take it, you were not agreeing to my

3.

4 deletions.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

5

6 del.etion in

s.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

7

I did not know you had a

The last sentence, you would

a prefer to keep it· in?
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

9

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

10

11

Right;

Okay, because I

~anted

to make

sure I was not passing up a two-to-one situation there.

12

(Laughter~>

13

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

C.

Other Planning Guidance.

14

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Some of the changes here

My change is that I would want us.to

15 are NMSS's changes.

16 commit to doirtg a programmatic EIS on a long-term
17. life-of-the-plant storage, rather than just saying that
18 "request for approval wili be held in.abeyance."
19

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

21

I suggest that.

In other sections of the

planning guidance, did we use this kind of language, "five

22 Site Characterization

~eport,"

etc., "will be submitted for

23 · review"?
24

25 are

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
~alking.about

The similar one is when

how many plant applications we will be
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getting.
2

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

There we say, "No new reactor

3

applications are like to be received before FY-82 at the

4

earliest."

I will go for that.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

5

This is a planning guidance

6

section, and in this particular case NHSS, in developing

7

your estimates for your workload, here is what we agree you.

8

ought to be basing that on.

9

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

I guess I

would be helped with

10

the tone if there were an initial sentence that said, "The

11

planning basis will be as follows:"

12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

13

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Fine.

How many people think we are

14

going to get five site characterization reports in the years

15

FY-82 to 85?

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

16

I gather, apparently, NMSS

17 does.
MR. EYSYMONT:

18

Actually it is exactly the same

19 language they used for the last planning period for the last
20

year.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

21

22

87 ,

t

25

82 t

0

MR.

23
24

0

Except that they changed 83 to

85 •
EYSYHONT~

This may go on for quite some

time.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

When you establish a planning
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1 basis like this, then they come back and
2

people and a large brown pony."

3 SO."
4 site

~ay,

"We need 72

You say, "You

~an

only have

They fold their arms and.they say, "We can't do any
cha~acterization

reports."

I used to be very good at

5 that.
6

(Laughter.)

7

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

How many ponies did you

8 collect?
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

9

Lots, like a factor of seven in

10 the size. of my staff in 28 months or 27 months, how about
11

that?

12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

13

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

14

right~

~e

How about three?

Our regulation said three,

said that for our purposes, we would find it

15 pretty difficult to take less than three, or no more than
16 one, or something like that.
There.was great complaint from the other side of

17

18 the government about that regulation along the lines that we
·-

19 were compelling, or trying to compel the government to spend
20 more money in characterizing sites than was needed.
It would just surprise the Dickens out of me if we

21

22

got five site characterization reports in FY-82 to 85.

23

would :be pretty tickled if we got three, as a matter of

24

fact.

25

I

The question is, do you want to shape the planning

e
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1

basis to be more.nearly what ·you think is likely to occurj

2 or do you want to

~rovide

some

elbo~

room.

I guess my

3

feeling is that providing elbow .room, that the likelihood of

4

the additional site

~hara~terization

reso~rces

5 against the need for staff
6

reports is low enough
el~ewhere~

so I would

cut it' to three.

COMMISSIONER

If they have any reason to

BRADFOR~L

,· 8 think· in terms of five at the moment, I don't mind carrying
9 ·five for this year

I suspect the actual impact on

bec~use

10

agency resources in the rest of 1981 will be nil, and there

11

will be time enough to adjust i t •.
CH~IRMAN

12

HENDRIE:

We h~ve already submitted the

. 13 . '82 budget, and it is being. cut-up..
14

So this would have.

effect in terms of the ·review for '83.

COMHISSIONER AHEARNE:

15

It would affect, though,

16

the budget proposal that NMSS will come in with this

17

summer.

18

COMMISSlONER BRADFORD:

19

CO!MISSIONER

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

21

that.

AHEABNE~

For 1983?
Yes.

So you would have to deal with

You would be sitting down with them this summer, and

22 they would be saying,

w~

need 72 people and that large brown

23 pony, and we would be saying, no, what you really had in
24 mind

wa~ th~t

you did not really. meaning for this planning

25 basis.
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1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

2

CHAIRMAN

3

I will buy the three.

Kevin, l

HENDRIE~·

am willing to have.

rebuttal from·NMSS, if you all want to.

But I can't see

4 ·.Shelly producing three .genuine projects that will produce
5·

site characterizatiori any more than that.·

6

going. to have a hell of a time doing that.

T

8
9
10

11
12.

K~.

MAUSSHARDT1

I think you are

We just met with Shelly about a

w.eek-and-a-half ago,. and h.e did commit to delivering five.
CHAIRMAN HElDRIE;
MR~

KAUSSHARDT:

Really.

~In

By mid-1985.

what time period?
They want to

"accelerate its schedule," according to Sheldon Myers.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

I forbid any member of the NRC

13 staff to accept any smoking material.
laught~~.)

14·

(General

15

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:. I am willing to

16 five, but I must say that I doubt it.
1T

l~ave

it· at

When Commissioners

sit down to review. the budget in July, if they have in the

18 back Of. their minds that it

~S

going to be.three, 1 doubt

19 that permanent harm will be done to the resources.
20

21

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

I make the same point when

it comes to the debate on whether to accept the applicant's

22 or the NRC's schedules on reactor completion dates.
23

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

I had assumed you were, whether

24 L had passed over -25

I~.

·MR. MAUSSHARDT:

You can always mandate overtime.
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.(General

1

2
3
4

5

laught~r.}

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:
three site

That is a thought.

characteri~ation

repo~ts

how about that?
.(General laughter.)

7

MR. MAUSSHARDT:

.CHAIRMAN

8

That will

HEN~RIE:

w~ste

low-level

11

out of phase, do you know,i.?

fine •.

To what extent does this

storage, leave some people a couple of years

12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

13

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

15

~erk

prel.iminary commitment to a programmatic EIS life of plant,

10

14

to be reviewed in normal

·working ours, and two to be teviewed on nights and weekends,

6

9

How about

In what sense?

It is going to take a couple of

years to do the EIS.
COMMISSIONER. AHEARNE:

Remember, what we did, when

16

TVA. originally came' in, they wanted life-of-plant, and we

17

said, no, we cannot do

18

requires an environmental impact statement.

19

willing to work out an arrangement .so you can have a couple

20 of years, that
21

i~

that~

We

~an't

where we have ended

do it because it
However, we are

up~

As I understand it now, NMSS still.implies for a

22 coup1e of years purpose, ·we are willing to issue these Part
23 30 licenses.
24
25

.programm~tic

But we can't do anything .longer until we do a
environmental impact statement.

My point is, if we aie telling people that, we had
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1 better qet on the stick and start doing the programmatic
2

impact statement.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3

All right.

What about the technical rule?

-4

MR. MAUSSHARDT:

5

You- mean the part 61, it should

6

be down to the Commission in. about a month, the first_

7

draft.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

8

What is causing that

9 slippage there? ·It seems to me that technical rule has been
10

two weeks away since about mid-February?

MR.

11

MAUSSHARDT~

1Z from OPE and I

am not sure vho else.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

13

14- ·

I believe there are some comments

When will OP& gets its -

han.ds on it?
MR. MAUSSHARDT:

15:

I am not exactly sure of the

16 comments, but there were some technical questions raised,
17 and we vent back to our contractors.
COMMISSIONER ~HEARNE~ -It was under a different

18

19 regime.
20

21
22

MR. MAUSSHARDT:

we.had- a discussion with Jack

Martin about three or- four veeks a-go, just before he left. MR. RATHBURN:

He had comments on the ·

• 23 -administ:r::a ti ve role?
24

MR. MAUSSHARDT:

No~

Are you talking about Part

25 60, procedural?
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MR. RATHBURN:

1

I guess I am not

a~are

of any

· 2 comments on the technica1 role that originated within' our
3

office.·
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

5

MR.· RATHBURN:

6

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

7. them, can I

I would like to get a copy

~yself.

After you get a ·copy of

have a ·copy of them?-

MR •. MAUSSHARDT:

8

Can I get a copy of them?

There was

9 about three or four weeks ago..

a

meeting with Martin

I was not present,. so I

· 10

could. not comment._

But he brought them back and_ did· some

11

rewriting on that..

I

12

is.·

. 13'
1~

COMMISSIONER
if you

am not exactly sure what the problem

BRADFORD~

would~

MAUSSHARDT:

I

15

MR~

16

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

17
- 18

19

Firid out and.let me knowr

shall~

It is a normal procedure.

There is a staff paper working, and we will often get a
crack at a draft version.

What you will get in the final

paper will b~ a.staff paper which.reflects the OPE comments~

20 and then back in the back somewhere you will
21

h~ve

an

attachment that shows whatever OPE written comments there.

22 wer_e, and so on.
23.

It is preferable that way, then about the time you

24

get yottr mind about half made up about what you ace. going to

.

25 say about it, here comes another round of memorandum back
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1 and forth between OPE and staff, and so· on.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

2

That is probably right,

a although it seems to me that we often get staff papers and
~

OPE

~omments

on them.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

-5

.a

MR. MAUSSHARDT:

True.
Like I said, it was just an

7 informal meeting where they were discussing it.
8

I am not

sure exq.ctly vhat it was.
CHAIRMAR HENDRIE:

9

I

used to encourage them to

10

make at least initial contact before it came down, and the

11

Co-mmissioners got chewing on it, because you kept coming to

12 a
-13.

14

place where you thought you were going to have a· meeting

tomorrow, and then came. a big, fat set of meinoranda running
all over the map on- it.
- What I

15

16

am looking at is, ·"NRC will publish a

proposed technical rule in mid-1981."

Do we need technical,

17 since we go on to say, "cover±ng th~ technical criteria"?
-18

19

think·

"technical~

the first.

is better used in the second

plac~

I

than in

"Will publish a proposed regulation in mid-S2

20 covering the technical criteria, and will publish the final

-~
22
23

rule by early FY-82."
Isn't the technical rule going to raise a lot more
comments with DOE than the procedural one did?

They weren't

24 too pleased about.one or two aspects of the procedural one,
25 but by and largei it was just the putting in place of a
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1 ·regulatory framework, and they said;
2 do it."·

"That's your

busines~,

But· here there will b~ all kinds of issues raise~

3 about. whether your technical. .criteria are· a reasonable
4 framework ~round their ~ttrrent directiori. ·
~-·

The prob le Iii I fore see is that I am not sure. wh.a t

6· their current direction is •.

I don't .know

~hether

you

wan~

7 to leav~.this ambitious.languager o~ shade it a.little bit.
8

9 FY-82"?

COMMISSIONER AHEARlfE;
Realistical.lYr

Why don't you say, "In

we get the rule 6ut this stimmer,

i~

10 clearl.y_. FY-02· is not possible.
11

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

I would also put the

12 publication in FY-81 rather than mid, but
13

COMKISSTONER AHEARNJ;.

I woul.d rather 1.eave. th•·

14 mid in at the moment jrrst to;keep a
15 NMSS to get
16
17

r don't care.

littl~

more

p~essure

on

out •

~t

. CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

. Okay.

Would some scholar of the language -please do

18. something with the phrase "between now and when"?

I don't

19· think it needs to ~e· a p~rticularl.y advanced scholar,
20 actually..
21

George, I will leave it up to~ you to fix that.
COMMISSIONER. BR AD FORD:

·You might also want to do

22 something with "test technique."
23

CHAIRMAN l!ENDRIE ~.. Yes.

24

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

25

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

.

:'

Yes.

And drop the et cetera.
I am not too £ond of the
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1

next sentence eithe'r~
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;· ... will no-t be" would square.'..

.2

3 the tense.of ·the matter.
4

CHAIRMAN· HENDRIE:

·Yes, that w.ould ·be ·a. help.

5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

6

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:.

Okay:
Thete is

~nice

fraudian·

7 slip in 1. 2 in the third line on the _second page.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

8

Yesr I thirik

.

9 go at the end of the .sentence, "in
COMMISSIONER

10
11

I

la~t"

ought,to

at last!"

The last sentence there.is

very awkward •..
CHAlRHAN HENDRIE:

·12·

,9

AHEARNE~

1983~

"~t

You mean "The development

13c. studies using dry storage. casks'"? .
COM~ISSIONER

,14

1&

will require

li~e~se

AHEARNE:

review."

·CHAIR~AN HENDRI~:

16

Yes, "Deve16pment studies:

17

can·see them now, each in his

18

slee~ily

I thought the researchers, I
ow~

dry· storage tank,

peer~~g

over the rim at one ,anbther.

19

(General

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

laugh~er.)

Pleas~,-this

.is serious

21 -business.

·9

22

Can you ·fix that okay, George?

23

I. would like·to have a whole sort story prepared

· 24:

by the

~ttthor

25 ~or nex~ w~ek.

of

this

~ection,

or maybe some of my testim6ny

That mighf make.them less e~qer to see us if
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1 we "came. up with more of this kind of - material~
·__ (General

2

latighte~.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3

4 . d() you•

2.3.

So you want to do GESMO,

-,..

COMMISSIONER

5

)-

AHEARNE~-

-:c

Since this is planning

6 gnidance, I· suspect we.ought.· to _be telling the staff -- T

CHAIRMAN' HENDRIE: - Of the-plan?

8

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: . Every time we raise ·the

9 question:,: the· staff tells us that it is going to tak·e an
10 enormous amount of money and people.
11

'COMKISSIONER

12 ~he

9.-

BRADFORD~

Yes.

I would just change

"and should be" to "if •. ~ . r ~gree with the b~sic point, -

13 assuming. the-Admi~istr~tion does g~ forward.
- 14

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:.

ls oversight.and review in 1.4

15·-

16

Yes1 that is

interpretatio~

. 17

good~

consistent~with

our

of the West Vailey Act?

MR. BICKWITT:

It is consistent with -0ur

18. interpretation.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Other comments on this

20- section?
21

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Comments on Section 1 in

22 general?
23

.e

CHAIRMAN HE~DRIE:

Yes, I guass this waste

24 management •.
. 25

COMMISSIONER

BRADFORD~

You may be about to, but I·
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--·

1 was going to say_
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

2
3

I am going to solve your

problem •.

4:

I thank you all for a great job well done.

5.

COMMISSIONER

BRADFORD~

7

cb~MISSIONER

AHEARNE:

8·

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

.a·

I was prepared to come

back.
I was prepared to·stay.

That is what I was afraid of, I

9 did not want any. debate.
10

The Commission stands adjourned.

11

{Whereupon, at 4:05 p.m., the Commission

12.

adjourned.)
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